Are you throwing
energy dollars
out the window?
POLAR WALL® Plus!...The Exterior System
that makes heating and cooling
costs...bearable!

Over time, drafty, leaking
windows can allow thousands
of dollars of heating and cooling costs to escape to the outside. Most
of us understand that. But what we forget about are
the walls. Batt insulation fills the space between our wall
studs, providing excellent thermal properties. But what
insulates the wall studs? Usually, nothing! Unless your home
is wrapped in an energy envelope that covers the studs,
you’re losing heating and cooling dollars through your walls as well!
Polar Wall® Plus! siding features a thick, insulated polystyrene foam backing, permanently
laminated to the back of a super premium vinyl siding panel. When properly installed to the
exterior of your home, it not only helps insulate, it provides a solid surface that resists
dents and scratches. It also acts as a sound barrier. And once it’s up....it STAYS up!
Polar Wall® Plus! has been tested to withstand hurricane force winds exceeding 200
mph. Best of all, the exterior features a tough acrylic finish that’s extremely resistant to
fade. That’s why we back it with a limited lifetime fade protection warranty.
When it comes to energy loss through your windows, Polar Wall® Plus! gives you
peace of mind. Our high performance windows feature double glazed insulating
Low E glass with thermally efficient Krypton gas between the panes. Heavy duty
hardware means they won’t stick in the frames. And they come in a full selection of
operating styles and grid options to match any architectural look.
Stop throwing money away on energy bills and maintenance. Start enjoying your
home more, with the Polar Wall® Plus! Exterior System. Insulating Vinyl Siding and
Replacement Windows built tough to perform in all kinds of weather.

Polar Wall® Plus! Exterior Siding carries these trusted symbols of consumer confidence.

When correctly installed, Polar Wall® Plus!
Siding with the Fullback® Thermal Support System
and Polar Wall® Plus! Insulated Vinyl Replacement
Windows can help meet the performance guidelines
of an ENERGY STAR® qualified home.
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